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INTRODUCTION
There is increasing calls for more robust evidence around service and program impact in real world settings, but this

is particularly challenging for many health and community organisations working at the coalface with people

experiencing homelessness. Such organisations are often resource stretched and busy focusing on the delivery of

services to improve health and social wellbeing of their clients. Moreover, as funders have traditionally asked for

output measures, data systems are typically set up to capture inputs and outputs. 

Thus whilst appetite for outcome measurement and research can be strong, there are challenges. Below are

challenges and suggestions/solutions identified from our experience working with hospital, primary care and

community service providers in evaluating their impact on homelessness.

CHALLENGES 
"STARTING IN THE MIDDLE"

Evaluation of outcomes often not considered or funded intially in

program evaluation. By the time evaluations commence, it is

often too late to set up robust 'before' or baseline measures. 

SOLUTIONS

Make use of available data to establish a baseline

In the short-term client focussed data can provide powerful

case studies

Request access to administrative data that can show a change

retrospectively (e.g. hospital data, police offence data)
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DATABASES NOT DESIGNED FOR RESEARCH

Databases are set up as client

management systems. Often

data is difficult to extract in a

useful form. For example

Discuss the type of data available early in the process – visually

look at the format of datasets if possible

Build good rapport with the people who enter data

Suggest practical adjustments that could ‘save time’ for all

HARD TO MEASURE OBJECTIVES

Community services often have broad and nobel aspirations,

but attainment of these can be hard to measure. For example:

“Underlying issues contributing to homelessness are addressed”

“We want to show that it has saved the justice system money”

DATA IS RICH BUT MESSY
Data collection tools are often

sufficient for measuring outputs (i.e.

number of clients seen) but are not

designed for evaluation. For

example:

Take advantage of the rich data

available e.g. human stories are

"messy" so create case studies

from multiple sources

(interviews, client notes,

hospital data)

RESEARCH FINDINGS NEED TO BE TIMELY

On the ground services with precarious

funding don't have time to wait for a

journal paper at the end of a grant.

Develop interim summaries of  research

findings e.g. infographics

Utilise media where possible

Be opportunistic when evaluation can assist

with advocacy or service funding.

CONCLUSION
Challenges go both ways; what may be obvious from a research and evaluation point of view may not be possible in practice where

organisations are busy delivering vital services, and for organisations sometimes expectations need to be managed about what can be done

with "output focussed" data. From a research petspective leaving the ivory tower, spending time on the ground with organisations as they

deliver their service and building rapport is invaluable to evaluation. 

“It has taken over 100 hours just to
collate and clean the clinic data;
there were over 1,000
spreadsheets, some of it daily
records of clients seen and some
weekly. A lot of the data is
entered as free text, so there can
be inconsistencies" - Matthew

Tuson, Biostatistician (2018)

“A model ‘text book evaluation’ is
often not feasible or affordable for
many community based
organisations; researchers may
need to suspend pre-conceived
ideas and select indicators of
effectiveness that are practical and
useful at the coalface.” Prof Rob
Donovan (2018)

"We were informed that all client
data was available ‘on the client
database’. It transpired that this
meant a handwritten form had been
scanned and uploaded as a pdf into
a database which had no export
functionality" - Angela Gazey,
Research Officer (2018)

This poster is based on learnings from the evaluations of Homeless
Healthcare, the Royal Perth Hospital Homeless Team and Safe as Houses.
For more information about any of these projects, use this QR code.

Establish clear

communication from the

outset to ‘get on same page’

Focus on clarifying and 

refining objectives so that they can be

measured with the available data

Identify shorter-term measurable outcomes that are

possible to measure

standardise collection tools by creating rules or drop-down

lists to prevent data from being entered in different formats

Client databases with no export

functions or that export with

large amounts of free text

Multiple different spelling's of names

Different data entry per variable such as

different capitalisation or formatting

(i.e. y Y yes Yes  or  1/1/01  01.01.2001)

"When you go out with the Street
Health team, you see how little time
they have to establish rapport,
engage with a client and listen
attentively to their issues, which are
often complex and distressing. It isn't
feasible for the nurses to enter
copious data during a quick consult
in a park." - Nuala Chapple, Research
Assistant (2018)  


